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10-20 per cent higher by the end of this decade. Any suggestion of a
diiferent, that is a more cheerful, order of expansion would have
to be much more documented to be credible.
selling  to  wrong places
India's export experience in this area may be simply summarized :
we have been selling wrong things to the wrong places. Offering
more of the same things to the same markets which no longer
want more of them can hardly raise our export proceeds. Formation
of the Common Market and other trading blocks will only make the
task more complicated. If with eager enthusiasm we were to push
in this blind alley by making available a larger quantity of most of
the traditional export products, there would only be a rebound-
through sharply reduced prices—to snipe us in the back. With all
the world experience before us, we cannot then reasonably put up
a face of the innocently injured.
This unwelcome reality is often recognized in words ("all this is
known")* but finds only a feeble expression in policy formulation.
It would indeed beilluminating to determine the total effort (me-
asured in terms of money, staff employed and the amount of general
intellectual attention devoted) put into trade expansion in each of
the three major regions shown in Table 1. -One need not be
surprised at all if an inverse correlation is found to exist
between the input of efforts and increments in exports in these
areas. This would suggest that there is a significant gap between
acceptance of certain ideas in principle and their reflection in chan-
nels of policy implementation.
. On the basis of the considerations suggested above and despite
efforts at present envisaged to promote export to the private en-
terprise industrial countries (excluding Japan), it does not seem likely
that they would rise from Rs. 380 crores in 1959-1960 to more than
Rs. 420-440 crores in 1965-1966 and Rs. 460-480 crores in
1970-197L
(b) Pre-Industrial Countries
In these markets, the recovery of the industrial countries and
of their exports has cut sharply into the little beach-heads we had
gained ia the early post-war years. This decline in the absolute

